Seat Number _________
I spent______ hours revising for this exam. I am expecting to get
Question___.

___% for Question___.,

___% for

and ___% for Question___.
This is
what I did

I would have
liked to have
done this but
didn’t manage it

I tried this but
did not find it
useful or
effective

I did not think
this was
necessary

I am going
to do this
next time

I had a timetable in mind for
organising my revision so that I
did not leave everything until the
last minute
I visited the library and spent time
trying to identify the best sources
for each essay
I used a range of sources for
each essay and remembered
outline references and/or quotes
I made notes in the revision
lecture and followed tutor advice
I re read the essays I did last term
and made sure I understood their
strengths and weaknesses
I used the feedback I had
received from other assignments
to improve the standard of my
exam essays
I wrote a draft essay for each one
I practiced writing essays under
simulated exam conditions
I discussed what to include in
each essay with friends
I asked for tutorial support when I
was finding something difficult to
understand
I was well organised and brought
everything I needed to the exam
to make my work neat and easy
to read.
I had a good system e.g. mind
map for remembering the key
points I wanted to make in each
essay
I allowed time at the end to read
my work through
Unlike other assessments you do not get your exam script back once it has been marked you just get a mark.
The space below will be used to give you some brief feedback. Please identify particular aspects of your work
which you would like feedback on.

